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Draft plan
(Project tiering, MTP, TVN,Truck Routes, 

Citywide Strategies, Funding Stakeholder Coordination) 
Finalize Project Lists 

Outreach Outreach Draft Plan Review 

Final Plan 

Plan Adoption 

A Complete Transportation Plan 
Important Considerations
A complete transportation plan considers a wide range of 
topics.  Identifying needed capital improvement projects 
within the City is a key element. The plan also needs to be a 
guide in future years and so needs to consider broader topics 
and future conditions that may change priorities while staying
true to community goals.  

The ConnectCOS plan will also document recommended
strategies for adapting to new technologies, trends, and 
challenges as the City continues to evolve.  There are also a
range of potential strategies that may change travel demand 
and patterns as land uses, activity centers, and services are 
added or changed. Additionally, strategies including the 
maintenance, funding, implementation should be identified
based on best practices and the values of Colorado Springs. 

Regional Connections
• I-25
• Freight
• Front Range Passenger Rail
• Air Transportation
Developing Technology
• Advanced Signal Systems
• Electrification
• CV/AV
• Parking
Travel Demand Management
• Code, zoning, and policy
• Programs
Maintenance
• Pavement
• Bridge

What else should the Plan Address? 
Please share with us your thoughts on topics, concerns, or 

other items that should be captured in a complete
transportation plan.  

ConnectCOS 
and PPRTA 
Projects
Much of the necessary analysis and public
input has been completed to draft 
recommendations for mobility
improvements for those who drive, ride, 
walk, or roll.  These recommendations include a comprehensive list of
infrastructure projects. This unconstrained list of projects was identified 
through the system assessment to address needs (performance 
deficiencies). The complete list and maps that locate the projects 
associated with Critical Corridor Segments are available on the project 
website. 

Funding
An important element of the transportation plan, project identification and 
prioritization is funding. The potential projects identified by the ConnectCOS 
process represent an unconstrained list of needs-driven improvements.  This list is
being evaluated to be matched with potential funding sources.
Much of current transportation comes through the Pikes Peak Rural Transportation 
Authority (PPRTA).  The PPRTA was authorized by area voters beginning in 2004 as 
a sales tax increment to fund transportation related improvements.  Potential 
projects to be funded in a future extension of the PPRTA program must be evaluated 
to fit within the financial constraints of the anticipated program limit and must be 
approved by voters. 

Other funding sources are available including federal and state programs, grants, 
and other local funding. 
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City Strategies and Regional Mobility
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Regional connections
Developing Technology
Travel Demand Management
Accessibility and Equity
Maintenance

Implementation and Guidance – How we do it!
• Guidance

•
•
•
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Major Thoroughfare Plan
Transit Vision  Network
Active Transportation Network (COS Bikes!
and Trails plans)
Truck Routes and Freight

•
•
•

Projects
Funding

Other Actions

ConnectCOS – The Plan 




